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We thank Dr. Ghirardello and colleagues1 for their interest in
our study, which introduced an easy-to-apply, rotational
thromboelastometry-based, prediction model of hemorrhage
in critically ill neonates.2 Their letter gives us the opportunity
to address their comments and provide clarifications to their
assumptions.

First, regarding our previous work “Thromboelastometry
variables in neonates with perinatal hypoxia,”3 Ghirardello
et al note that “no cases of intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH)
were recorded.” Actually, 41 IVH events of any grade were
recorded in this population, but they were not reported in
this particular paper.3 These data are fully reported in the
PhD thesis.4 On the other hand, it is true that “we did not
apply the NeoBAT score to assess bleeding in this study”;
nevertheless, Ghirardello et al rather lose sight of the fact
that the aim of this study3 was to investigate the hemostatic
profile of neonates with perinatal hypoxia, and not to assess
clinical outcomes: there was no reason to use the NeoBAT
score for bleeding assessment in this study.3

Second, in our recent publication regarding the develop-
ment of the Neonatal Bleeding Risk (NeoBRis) index,2 the

incidence of IVH was approximately 29% across the entire
population of critically ill neonates with gestational ages
between 24 and 42 weeks (not between 32 and 39 weeks, as
stated by Ghirardello et al; Table 1 of our original manu-
script2 clearly reports the interquartile range). In fact, 72
(21.7%) neonates had gestational age �30 weeks, 89 (26.8%)
had a birth weight <1,500 g, and the IVH events included
hemorrhages of any grade, not only severe IVH.

Third, Ghirardello et al point out that large observational
studies have determined the incidence of IVHat approximately
1% in neonates over 30weeks of gestational age, and to support
this claim they cite three studies.5–7 However, they do not
mention that Harding et al reported a risk of 1.1% for IVH of
grade 2 or higher, while among 364 babies born before
30 weeks, the IVH incidence was 22%.5 Bhat et al detected an
incidence of IVH ranging from3.3 to 6.3% at various gestational
ages (over 30 weeks).6 Finally, Ballardini et al studied all late-
preterm infants, not only those being critically ill.7 It is well
known that several risk factors, including sepsis, development
of respiratory distress syndrome, and hypoxia predispose to
IVH.8 Taking into consideration that (1) our study population
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consisted of critically ill neonates with gestational age of 24 to
42 weeks and (2) we analyzed IVH events of any grade,2 our
findings are not fully comparable with those of the studies5–7

cited by Ghirardello et al. In addition, the incidence of IVH (i.e.,
29%) detected in our study is in line with previous studies
conducted in preterm infants (24–31%),9,10while relevant data
for critically ill neonates are scarce.

Regarding the comment that we “did not provide clinical
data to better characterize the severity of illness for patients
enrolled” in our work, the study design and the inclusion
criteria have been clearly reported in the Methods section.2

Wewill be happy to provide specific additional clinical data if
available in our dataset.

We invite Ghirardello and colleagues to validate our
prognostic index of hemorrhage in critically ill neonates.2

As with any novel prognostic index, it needs to be improved
by external prospective studies, to account for potential
differences in health care systems, measurement methods,
and patient characteristics.
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